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Résumé - Une revue brève est faite des approches de l'algèbre des courants, du développement

multipolaire de la chromodynamique quantique et du modèle partonique des quarks et glli-

ons, appliquées aux cascades hadroniqes. On discute des différentes propositions avancées

pour expliquer le spectre de masse invariante plat observé dans la transition T" —•• T+J>~.

Abstract - We review briefly the current algebra, the QCD multipole expansion and the

partonic quark-gluon model approaches to the hadronic cascades. We discuss the various

proposals to explain the flat invariant mass observed in T" —> T -f- TTJT.

1 - INTRODUCTION

The hadronic cascade transitions a (QQ) —• l> (QQ) + h (h = light hadrons = TTTT, jj,

TT", ...) constitute a useful source of information on t' c spectrum and structure of the cc, bb,...

quarkonia, on the coupling of gluons to quarks, on the glueball resonances,... They should also

have an important indirect use as a laboratory for non-pcrtiirbative QCD physics in a simpler

environment than for hadrons.

Since 1975 a large body of experimental data has been accumulating/1/ at the e+e~ ring

colliders thanks to several detection devices (MARK, CLEO, C1ISB, ARGUS,...). The bulk

part of the existing data are measurements for n'J5| —• n3Si + T(CT ) -f ir(qi) transitions

of absolute rates T and two-pion invariant mass decay spectra j£?, W} - (q\ + ç2)2. A very

few measurements are available for n'3S\ —» n3S\+ (17 or TT*), whereas the information on
35i —»l PI + h and 3Dt —-3 Si + h is very scarce or inexistent.

The characteristically narrow width of the low-lying quarkonia levels is explained quali-

tatively on the basis of the (Okubo Zwcig-Iizuka) OZl-rulc. This states that the direct gluon

emission mechanism, (QQ) —> gg —> (g?ueb»ii»J —' hadrons, through which a change of
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quark flavor may be induced, because it is described by a disconnected quark-line graph of

the type shown in figure l(a), must for this reason be suppressed in comparison to the generic

case of mechanisms proceeding via quark-line connected graphs. [The OZI-rule appeals to non-

trivial dynamics for which only qualitative justifications have been generally offered: Regge

poles-resonances duality, asymptotic freedom, large number of colors limit of QCD. Thus, in

the limit Nc —^ oo, the pure glue intermediate states in the graph of figure l(a) give a sup-

pression factor O (j^) = O (777) relative, say, to,the quark-line connected graph, in figure
'

fa-

( a l

Figure 1. (a) Direct gluon, emission diagram ; (b) Sequential pion emission diagram
; (c) Coupling of QQ levels to tb ~W = (QqQq) decay channels .

The quantitative understanding of hadronic cascades relics on three main theoretical ap-

proaches of which a brief review is made in section 2. Let us summarize by way of an intro-

duction some of the main observed properties. For the various observed decays, the maximum

available energy A = M0 - Afj, varies within 300 - 900 McV, while the she. parameter « of

excited states runs within a = 0.5 — 1.0 fm (charr.ioniuin) and a — 0.2 — 0.7 fin (botlomonium).

For the typical In emission process 5 —> 5 + JTJT, the average pion momentum is k ~ y,

implying that the emitted gluons are soft but that the long wave length approximation ka <, 1

is still justified. The transition widths are observed between the cc and bb systems to scale

with some powers of the quark mass and size parameter a, m£,a'. Comparing S —» S + TTTT

in J/iJr and T one finds a ratio of widths of 10, which matches with I ;jM • Note, however,

lhat the naive dimensional estimate for the width F(^) ~ -ro»Bi — 2 McV (using m<j = 2 GeV,

a = I fm) lies an order of magnitude above experiment.

The experimental spectra for S —> 5 + JTT have genetically a pronounced maximum near



the endpoint W = A, in contrast to the phase space spectrum,

[C = constant, ro* = pion mass,Q = &— ikT^ * — = ^ svstem momen-

tum in a system rest frame, Ma and A/6 = masses of a and b systems] which is symmetric with

respect to low and large W. On the other hand^ a puzzling result was reported a few years

ago/1/ for the transition T" —> Tf -f ff+7r~, for which the spectrum rises sharply at low W and

stays essentially flat out to large W. The discussion of this result will be the subject of section

3.

2 - THEORETICAL STATUS

2.1 - Current Algebra Approach

If the transition amplitude Mj,0 (91,92) for the process a — ̂  b + irt ( r / i ) + 7T2 (92) is smooth

at the low energy limits 91 (wi.ci) — > 0 or 92(^2,92) — » 0, (i.e., small contributions from

nearby resonance poles in the channels a — > & + 7 r + 7 r o r a + 7 r — <• b + x ) , then the PC AC

soft pion theorem is valid and implies that Mt,a (91,92) must vanish as 0(9192) (Adler zero).

The general structure of the Lorentz-invariant amplitude, as applied, say, to the case of spin 1

states a and b (polarization vectors ea and £;,), reads/2/ :

Mt>tt(q,,qi) = [Aql-q2+Buiu2](ea-£b) + C[E'a-qi£l,-q-2 + ( 1 • - > 2)] , (2)

where A,B,C have constant low energy limits but arc otherwise left undetermined. For a

simple derivation of (2) one simply needs to consider the tree-level diagrams based on the

effective cliiral symmetric Lagrangian,

£ = a Tr (d^U(x)d'lU+(x)) Aap(x)I)ap(x) + b Tr (dltU(x)d"U + (x)) A°"(x)IJ01,(x) + • • •
= a' (d^A(x)f A00(x)Bo(>(x) + b1 (dll-

A(x)0^A(x)) An»(x)f)at,(x) + - - - .
(3)

where U(x) 6 5f/(3) is the pseudoscalar mesons cliirai field and Aa^(x), Bap(x) are the an-

tisymmetric tensor fields associated to the spin 1 systems a, b. The condition that the pions

angular distributions is nearly isotropic (i.e., |A/|2 is independent of the pious emission angle

in their common c.m. frame), which appears to be well verified experimentally, implies that

A 3» B, A ^ C. Setting B = C = 0 in Eq.(2), leads in the un polarized case to the dcray

spectrum/2/ :

which has a satisfactory symmetric shape with a suppression at low W and a sharp peak at the

large W = A end.



2.2 - QCD Multiple Expansion Approach

An important characteristic of the dynamics of the quarkonia low-lying states is the local-

ized, slow, non-relativistic motion of the Q, Q constituents. The inverse of the size parameter

a varies within scales which are large compared to the QCD scale AQCD (the larger ma the

better) so that a — » 0 should constitute a useful limit, formally analogous to the high energy

limit of QCD. Expanding the QCD action, or equivalently the Wilson R.T square loop describ-

ing the lime history of a QQ pair, in powers of the QQ distance a = R(t). amounts to an

expansion in multipoles of the color electric and magnetic fields Ea(x,t), Ba(x,t) . The

effective QQ Hamiltonian separates into an intrinsic static kinetic and potential energy term

HO and a radiation energy term Il\ whose lowest EQ, El, Ml, Ml moments read/4/ :

//i = Q"A$(t) - da • Ea(t) - m° • Ba(t) - m$ • Ba(t)

- = ,A;, t - i AI, *•

( Arti^0 \
7 *M i (a = color index = 1,,..,8), g = color coupling constant, x =

(xq - xQ) , S± = * g q
t
g 0 ' an(l (Dtl)bc = (dtl6bc -f g fabcA^} = covariant derivative. The gluon

potential and strength fields in Eq.(5) refer to zero spatial separation, AQ(I) = AQ(X = 0, t) ,...

The transition amplitude to second-order in the £1, Ml,... multipoles, but to all orders

in the EO term, reads in the no-recoil appproximation,

(6)

z'A>

where in passing to the second equation the sum over color indices has been performed (/g =

projection operator on the color-octet states). One may also write equation (6) in a form

reminiscent of the Wilson operator product expansion:

x. (G(Ma))
n ̂  l*a) (h \E° (-«Do)"-' BÎ\ 0) + •m<j \ I J \ I

which makes explicit the factorization of the initial non-local matrix element. Eq.(6), into a

long distance term, depending on light hadrons matrix elements of the local gluon fields, and a

short distance coefficient term, depending on the quarkoniiun structure only. The QQ resolvent

Green's function G'(A/0) = w
 ;jf/ => Htg0ci«i IAJ -A| i propagates color-octet states of mass

A/fc = (k\IIo[k) (/'•wave for 55 and DS transitions, 5- and P-wavc for PS transitions).



Let us specialize to the dominant interaction term in Eq.(7) corresponding to the spin-

indepcndciit double electric dipole transition. Analyzing the angular momentum dependence in

an £5 coupled basis for the states a and b we find, by application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem,

the model-independent parametrization/5/ :

dr
t*Sja — * tbSjb + h) = (2jt

which involves the three unknown irréductible tensor amplitudes Aj (J - total angular mo-

mentum of li). The soft pion constraints for a — > b -f TTTT may be implemented by imposing

the constraint (h\EfE^\0^ — 0(q\qi). Noting the general structure of the irreducible tensor

projections:

-

' 92 J , [•/ = 2]

and inserting the phase space factor, one regains for transitions ta — It, (J =• 0 only present)

the formula (4), whereas for the transitions £„ /£ ( , (J = 2 only present) one obtains the decay

spectrum/5/ :

+ 2W*ml -f Gmt) j C-'QIV. (10)

C'QW w* + Q-W- +
mr —.0

which present peaks at both the low and high W ends.

It is clear that the basic difficulty in obtaining more specific predictions lies in the color-

octet QQ propagation function. Three approximate t i i - a lmon t r of C (Ma) have been considered

which we present below.

a. Voloshin-Zakharov and Novikov-Shifmany'0/(VZ.N'S) local approximation

Assuming a closure approximation on nearly degenerate color-octet slates, one sets

|G'(A/0)| ~ -£p — GO, where GO, the inverse excitation energy, is regarded as an adjustable

parametc». The gluon multipolarities, the heavy quark matrix elements and the local gluon

field operators involved in the various transitions are now given by:

( 'Sj'XM-^.+jnr :(El-FA) : f - /?« -~ (r2)

(3Si ,3 W, ) — • 3 5, -f (i/, TT") :(El- A/2) : ( (z • £") (f • /)) (.C+ • «

'/', — ' S, t (itt,i,,i°) :(£! - Afl) : ((î- g-) (g. • B')} — (nS-j



The relation between the gluon color-singlet operators Eï, Bl , E-B and the anomaly terms

in the trace of the stress energy-momentum tensor and in the axial current divergence, on one

hand, and the soft pion constraints, on the other hand, provide the following exact expressions

for the light hadrons matrix elements/6-7'8/ :

{»+*- \a.EfEi\ 0} = f <Ay + ̂  (QW - QM] ,

(r,\a.Ei (DkBjY\Q) =r fa (»/ a.E' • R* o) =

where pG — fraction of pion momentum carried by gluons, Fv = pion decay coupling constant

(~ 186 MeV), m,, — 77- meson mass, Q — (qt + ij->) and Q' = (</j — C/T) -

The VZNS/6/ approach was applied initially to the V>' — » j/>+(7r7r,i;) transitions. Moxhay/7/

has presented recently a detailed analysis for the T-system. Using GO = 4.38 GeV~' to fit

the observed 12 keV width of T'(25) — > T(15) -f TTTT, Moxhay finds that the T"(35) — - >

T'(25) + 7T7T width is satisfactory but that the T"(35) — > T(l5) + TTTT width overshoots data

by a factor 14. For the T ( I 3 l ) i ) — • T(15) + TTTT transition lie predicts a characteristically

small width ~ 70 eV.

Voloshin/8/ has analysed the SP transition T"(3S) — •' /•*!+(?") for which he also predicts,

using p° = 1/2 and for G0 the perhaps more realistic choice G0 = 1 GeV"1, a very small width

r,,r ~ 1 eV. The isospin-violating single pion transition is, on the other hand, quite sizeable

IV ~ 20 eV. While the DS transitions are El - El and the PS transitions are El -Ml,

the reason for their suppression relative to the £1 — E\ SS transitions is due in DS and PS

transitions to their dependence on off-diagonal components of the trace and axial anomalies,

respectively (cf. Eq.(12)).

b. Kuang-Yan/9/ vibrating string model

The QQ color excited states are identified, on the basis of a generalized quark string model

developed in a series of papers by Tye and collaborators/10' , with the vibrational modes of

color electric flux tubes joining the QQ pair. The existence of such states associated to string-

glue degrees of freedom, although hypothetical so far. is clearly not contradictory to color

confinement. The theoretical treatment based on a finite string with fixed ends provides an

approximate non-relativistic potential for the string states. This description is really tractable

and predictive to the extent that one truncates G(Ma) to the first vibrational mode. One may

still sum over the string rotational and radial modes.

The first version of the Kuang-Yan model (called here K Y I ) involves, aside from the

use of an extended QQ potential, two parameters c\, c? which represent the light hadrons

./ = 0,2 emission amplitudes. The second partonic version (called here KY2) considers a

pcrturbative treatment of the gluon fields in which the light hadrons emission amplitudes for

•Kit (j), x°) arc described in terms of two plane wave gluons in states of total angular momentum



TRANSITION
A(AfeV)

QUARK-GLUON MULTIPOLE EXP
A-(B] VZNS-KY1 [KY2|

589

673

414 (TTO)

T'(25)-T(15)-f-Oi

560

T"(3S)-T(1S) -tO*

892

332 (JT°)

697
TflSJ

429 (TT°)

793
Tfc(2

3P,=(.))

T"(35)

463 ff°

t 0=»-

97.2 [120]
0.36 [6.3] 8.5

376 (110)
146 [109]

18.4 (52.6J
18.6 (0.61E-1)

0.27E-1 |0.13|
0.27E-1 [0.13E-3]

121.5 ± 23.5
6.6 ± 1.5

9.8 [12.0J
3.8E-3 [0.64E-1]

3.62 [4.6]
1.7E-3 (0.33E-1)

2.06 (1.25)
0.31E-3 |0.12E-2|

18.2 [14.2J
18.1 (14.1)

0.84 [2.82]
0.85 [0.31E-2]

0.11 [2.0] [0.6]

/0.33|G.17|\
xo.osjio.i)'

6 -7 |6] 12. ± 2.5
3.6E-2-1.E-2 [3.E-2]

16.5-0.3 (0.2)
0.16-3.E-3 (0.4]

0.76-0.6 [4]
3.E-2-x|3.2]

0.105-x |24]

1.29 ± 0.35

1.01 ±0.49

l.E-3-x [0.2]
2.E-2-x|l.E-2|

< 0.144 ±0.067

Table 1. lladronic transition rates T in KeV. For each initial and final state con-
figuration, the first line gives the 0+ = 7r+ir° © 7r°jr0 rates and the second line the
0~ = 17 ffi JT° rates. The quark-gluon model predictions 1S are presented in an un-
renormalized version (A) (af = l,o£* = l) and in a renormalized version (B) which
incorporates two modifications : (1) hadronization probability af = 1.12, a^ = 18 ;(2)
phase space with threshold value W — 2mK . The TT° production rates are obtained by
assuming dominance by the axial anomaly operator. The multipole approach predic-
tions correspond to the VZNS local approximation 6>7>8 and the two versions KYI and
KY2 of the Kuang-Yan vibrating string model 9. The experimental data are from réf.



J1' = 0* .'2f (()"). Two independent parameters appear here too which are identified with the

color electric and magnetic hyperfme constants af, a*1. For both K Y I and KY2 versions the

agreement with observations is mildly satisfactory (table 1). The fit in virsion KY2 results in
., ,, , / a M \ 1/2

af ~ 0.5-1, a, ~ 4.8 implying an anomalous magnetic moment K — (-^E- — 1 ̂  2.

c. Peskin/11/ magnetic superconductor model

The gluon field excitations are described in a "massive Higgs vector field theory associated

to a magnetic superconducting vacuum/12/. The propagating degrees of freedom are those of

a massive colorless vector field V,,(x) which couples to both the heavy and light quarks. This

approach appears then as a phenomenological model which implements the picture abstracted

from the multipolc approach, namely, that the emitted gluons assemble into color-singlet clusters

and are emitted locally by the QQ system.

At the level of the effective Higgs vector field theory for V,((x) one will have a dual analogue

of the QCD multipolc expansion with a transition amplitude similar to ((i) up to the interchange

(E <—» //) of electric and magnetic fields. The transition amplitudes are induced by the t-

channel exchange between the QQ and h systems of a pair of vector particles in states of

total angular momentum J = 0,2,... . The compatibility with the soft pion constraints for the

amplitudes VV —• KIT dictates, by formal analogy with Eq.(3), the general structure/11/ :

where A((?) and &\,ila()(Q) are the spin 0 and 2 free field propagators. For the pion spectra

in S —> S + 7T3T, the spin 0 cdmponcnt suffices to fit the maximum at large W, provided one

chooses a very large scalar "glueball" mass in &(Q) = (Q~ - M}; + i\'c,Mc} • The spin 2

component is necessary to obtain the low W enhancement in T" —• T + TTTT, but one needs foi

the tensor "glueball" parameters the somewhat unrealistic values M<; ~ Fr; ~ 600 MeV.

2.3 - Pcrtiirbative Qiiark-Gluon Approach/'3-14-15/

The perturbative quark-gluon approach adopts the opposite extreme picture of free par-

tonic gluons. Its main advantages with respect to the inultipolc approach lies in consistently

treating the states of the combined QQ and gluons as color singlets and in correctly tracing the

rclativistic spin structure of the heavy quark operators. In the approach of Billoire et al./14/,

one describes the bound state transitions amplitudes by calculating the lowest-order Feynman

diagrams for real gluons emission (figure l(a)) and then projecting out the intrinsic angular

momentum states of the gluon pair jp = 0+(3T7r) or 0~(7/,7r°). This procedure is illustrated by

the self-explanatory formula/15/ :

dF WQ ^

/•

47TV/2

" I T I



(a) Upsilon : S D to S 0+ (b) Upsilon : P(S=1.0)to S(S=0,1)0-
I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

(c) Upsilon : 2S to IS
60

40

l i l t I I I I TTT I i I

Ol I I L»K1 I I I I I I I I

0 0.2 0.4 0.6
W(G«V)

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6
W(GflV)

(d) Upsilon : 35 to IS
90 LIT I l ' | I I I l| I I I I | I I I I j

0.2 0.4 0.6
W (CoV)

Figure ^.Differential transition rates in W :(a) SS and DS transitions. The curve
labels 1,2,3,4 stand for 1 = 25 -> 15, 2 = 35 -» IS, 3 = 35 -* 25, 4 =

ID -» 15. (b) PS transitions l3P,=m -+ l'So + (°+) (rightmost curves) , 335i -»

I1 Pi -f 0^ ( leftmost curves) ,using the label t for triplet-P and s for singlet-P. (c)25 ->
15 + TTTT transition . (d) 35 —> 15 + TTTT (full curve) and ID -> 15 transitions (dashed
cur\fe) . The experimental data have been normalized by a constant factor so as to
match the theoretical predictions at the high W end.

(D> = rotation matrix, A1?A2 = gluons hclicities, P = spatial parity, q" - gluons momenta in

their common rest frame). The projection is crucial in obtaining an asymmetric pion spectrum

peaked at large W with the behavior W* compatible with tlic chiral constraint, Eq.(4). (The

incoherent, unprojccted spectrum would be very similar to the symmetric phase space one).

This projection selects the lowest partial wave amplitudes (gg)ji< —* k, replacing them by

adjustable constants. By identifying these constants with the quark-gluon electric and magnetic



coupling constants, the various existing data for 55 transitions are satisfactorily fitted/15/

(table 1 and figure 2) within a factor 2. The fine structure coupling constants come out to

be af ~ 1.1, aj* ~ 18. The large quark anomalous magnetic moment which is implied here,

A' = ^fe- - 1 -•' 3, is consistent with independent estimates/16/ obtained from hj'perfine

mass shifts or from quarkonia electromagnetic transitions. Ic also matches with the ratio found

above (section 2.2) in the partonic gluons KY2 version.

The predicted rates for DS and PS transitions a.re of the same order as for the 55

transitions, hence significantly larger than the multipole model predictions of Moxhay/7/ and

Voloshin/8/. However, they agree with those of the Kuang-Yan/9/ partonic (KY2) model, per-

haps not surprisingly, since in spite of the differences in treating the heavy quark vertices,

pcrturbative gluons are involved in both cases.

3 - SEQUENTIAL VERSUS DIRECT EMISSION

The low W enhancement in T" —» T + TTTT has remained unexplained throughout the

above discussion. The interest in this unexpected feature of the pion spectra is motivated by

the fact that it signals a failure of the soft pion theorem and perhaps also of the multipole

approach. The large values obtained in this transition by the available energy A and by the

size a raise the suspiscion that the soft pion multipole approach could thereby '»e invalidated

cr become inaccurate. Let us-also note that small W correspond kinematically 10 energetic

collinear gluons, so a rapid rise at small W implies a non smooth low energy limit of the

amplitude Mba(ql,q'î).

A non smoothness is unlikely to be due to the TTTT final state interactions, otherwise similar

low W enhancements would have been seen in the other transitions as well. One remaining

possibility within the multipole approach, which was proposed by Voloshin/1 ' / , is an isospin

/ = 1, necessarily four-quark QijQq, resonance TI contributing a pole according to the scheme

T" —> T tîT —» T/rff . Detailed calculations have been presented by Bélanger et al./18/ which

provide some support to this mechanism. They show that with an TI resonance placed between

the 35 and 25 levels, of mass A/(T,) = A/(T) -1- 753 MeV and width of order 10 MeV, a low

'" enhancement would be present in T" —» T -f TTTT but absent in the other decays T" —» T'

and T' — T".

The quark-gluon approach offers, on the other hand, two distinct explanations which ap-

pear somewhat more natural. Lipkin and Tuan/13/ have suggested the possible relevance for

T" —«> T + TTT of the two-step mechanism in which tlie pious are emitted sequentially by

a virtual light quark pair excited and subsequently annihilated by the vacuum (figure l(b)).

This two-step mechanism is suppressed in the generic case by the canceling contributions from

the nearly degenerate intermediate states of opposite <7-parity (e.g., BB and B'B or BB



1 !

and BB', ...). However, the cancellations which are expected for the sequential mechanism

(figure l(b)) in comparison with the direct OZI-rule violating mechanism (figure l(a)) could

be circumvented by virtue of the proximity of T" to the BB open flavor channels. Then, the

singular contributions from either B'B or BB near on-shell intermediate states should enhance

the sequential mechanism. The transition probability for the case of pions emitted in p—waves

takes here the schematic form:

z) (f KWI «'H»' l(*fi) I «') + (1 — 2)

f2.<fi + ia.qi x «f, | a'} + ( 1 *—» 2)
(15)

2: [ Kg (u>i, «2 ) cos2 0 + K i (u>j, u>2 ) si n2 0] ,

where cos 0 — q\ -qi. The intermediate equation is obtained by taking a closure sum on the states

i and in the last equation, KQ (<*>\ ,W2) and A'i (wi,ut) refer, respectively, to the symmetric and

antisymmetric in u\ <—> 013 contributions of the two pions states of total angular momentum

J = 0 and 1. The characteristic for ward-backward symmetry of (15) in the pions angle 0 —»

-9 + TT suggests, on the basis of the kinematical relation W- = 2wj (A -u\)(\ - cosO), the

possibility of obtaining a spectrum symmetric with respect to low and large W. Nevertheless,

to obtain the decay spectrum dF/dW, one must still integrate over cosO (or w\ ) so that whether

a low W-high W symmetry emerges in practice should depend sensitively on the unknown

amplitudes KQ and KI describing the bound state vertices a(T") —> a' (BB) ,...

An alternative more conventional explanation within the direct emission model lies in the

possibility of a significant D—wave admixture in the T" state/15/. One may be reasonably

hopeful about such an explanation because of the significant rates found for DS transitions

in the quark-gluon approach (taule 1). Calculating the T" —> T + KIT amplitude with the

wave function |335i) + £{)\l
3Di} for T", one finds that only the term \£D (l35i \13D} )\~

can contribute at small W. The needed £>-state admixture £u cr 0.3 appears however to

be iiiirealisticaJly large (figure 2(d)). It lies significantly above the estimates in charmonium

obtained from the one-gluon-cxchange interaction/20/, £D — —0.03. Although larger values

e/j -z. 0.2 are also quoted in the literature/16/ for channonium, one expects smaller admixtures

for boltoinonium because of the l/tnL dependence of the tensor force. On the other hand,

large contributions to CD could be induced by a confining QQ tensor potential and also via a

coupling to the decay channels (figure l(c)). Both contributions may be amplified by the same

reason as the one invoked above for the sequential mechanism, namely, the proximity of T" to

the BB or B'B thresholds. Unfortunately, in both cases one must appeal to non-pcrtubative

QCD physics for which no reliable estimates are currently available.

We shall now discuss very briefly within the quark-gluon framework a potentially interesting

contribution to 1~ production at low W : the direct emission thrcc-gluon mechanism a —>

b + 999 —» b 4- UK. Unlike the situation for two gluons, the partial wave states of lowest
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intrinsic angular momentum j = 0+ for three gluons (#,• (« / , ) , i — 1,2,3) are not suppressed at

low invariant masses W2 = (qt +g2 -f-tfa)2 by virtue of helicity conservation/13'15/. In view of

the very complex structure of three-gluon exchange amplitudes, we shall present here a very

simple estimate based on a qualitative comparison between the incoherent two and three gluon

decay spectra, namely, summed over the gluons partial waves. The relevant formulas are:

81?rA J_i

I <&**'&

dz

A2

Ra(k)

IllQ

Mo1 / -\ i2

X I j |(ëï • £3) (£2 • Q) + cyclic) + 24 |(f, • £,) (f2 • (ft - ft)) + cyclic)

/ k'2 \ (
[Ba+u>t + J3,

A ™-Q J \

f.2 \

ÎHQ)

permutations

(16)

(Ba = 'liriQ - A/o, Ra,t,(k) = quarkonia radial wave functions, x = qî^q^-, £i(qi) = gluons

polarisation vectors, ( a , / 3 , f ) = Euler angles for the three gluons orientation plane). To check

if the three-gluon mechanism could be significant at low W, we may simply consider the ratio

of the two equations (16), given that the incoherent two-gluon spectrum is roughly symmetric

%vith respect to low and large W. We evaluate the various integrals by replacing them by their

n:ean values and by assuming that the terms in the numerator add up coherently. This yields

us the rough estimate for the ratio of three to two gluons spectra:

1 939

r39 W -0

«£

10

where the numerical suppression factor arises from phase space and the niq dependence because

of dealing with El gliions. One concludes therefore that three-gluon emission is barely relevant

to charmonium and probably negligible for bottomonium.

4 - CONCLUSIONS

The interest in tiadrontc cascades extends well beyond their practical use in the tagging of

heavy quarkonia levels. The current algebra approach is useful today mainly as a control on

the chiral constraints. Still, the compatibility of the QCD-bascd models with these constraints
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romains an unanswered problem. In the VZNS/6/ and KYl^ versions of the multipole ap-

proach, the soft pion constraints are put in by hand, whereas in the quark-gluon approach, they

emerge indirectly from the projection on the two gluons angular momentum j = O"1",

The disparity between predictions obtained in the multipole and the quark-gluon frame-

works is clearly caused by the intrusion of non-perturbative physics associated to the soft gluons.

Both approaches have complementary advantages and defects. Despite its attractiveness, the

multipole approach has problems in fitting the data. The more phenomenological quark-gluon

.approach fits the existing data much better (within a factor 2) and reproduces correctly the

generic large W enhancement of pion spectra. The two approaches deviate significantly in their

predictions for DS and PS transitions, so one is eagerly awaiting the future measurements

for these transitions. Nevertheless, the partonic gluon version KY2 in the multipole approach

and the quark-gluon approach agree well with each other. They both consistently require the

presence of a significant quark-gluon anomalous magnetic moment. Of the various explanations

of the low W enhancement in T" —> T + TTTT, the simplest is perhaps the one suggesting, in

the direct gluon emission mechanism, the possibility of a large /?-state admixture in T".
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